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Abstract: Accurate forecasting of the hotel accommodation demands is extremely critical to the
sustainable development of tourism-related industries. In view of the ever-increasing tourism data,
this paper constructs a deep learning framework to handle the prediction problem in the hotel
accommodation demands. Taking China’s Hainan province as an empirical example, the internet
search index is used from August 2008 to May 2019 to forecast the overnight passenger flows for hotels
accommodation in Hainan Province, China. Forecasting results indicate that compared to benchmark
models, the constructed forecasting method can effectively simulate dynamic characteristics of the
overnight passenger flows for the hotel accommodation and significantly improve the forecasting
performance of the model. Forecasting results can provide necessary references for decision-making
in tourism-related industries, and this forecasting framework can also be extended to other similar
complex time series forecasting problems.

Keywords: internet search index; deep learning framework; LSTM model; hotel accommodation
demands; forecasting performance

1. Introduction

The tourist hotel is an important part of the tourism industry. The tourist destination hotels
flow is the indicator of hotel revenue; accurate passenger flow forecasting is the key link in the
hotel revenue management [1], which helps related companies and organizations allocate limited
tourism resources scientifically and reasonably to maintain market competitiveness [2]. However,
the tourism demands such as the overnight passenger flow of hotels has characteristics of complex
nonlinear fluctuations. The uncertainty of the passenger flow during the tourist season makes the
decision-making of relevant departments into a dilemma, either overestimating or underestimating
of the passenger flow will result in unnecessary waste of resources in tourism-related industries;
additionally, the actual overnight passenger flow released by the statistical department has serious
hysteresis. On the other hand, existing non-linear prediction methods are difficult to adapt to the
increasing experimental data, and unable to extract feature information automatically, affecting the
forecasting accuracy. With the all-round development of the Internet, a large amount of online query
index generated by the consumer information search provides a new direction for an overnight traffic
forecasting of tourist hotels [3]. This study addresses the aforementioned problems and expands the
previous research by introducing appropriate nonlinear forecasting methods and constructing deep
learning (DL) forecasting frameworks.

Existing prediction methods of tourism demands include linear and nonlinear technologies.
Linear forecasting technologies mainly include the time series forecasting models represented by
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the autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) and econometric models. Nevertheless,
these methods need to meet the stability of the economic environment and the stability assumptions
of the time series. In practice, it is often unable to fully simulate complex nonlinear characteristics of
the destination demands [4]. The nonlinear technologies represented by the regression version of the
support vector machine (SVR) method have certain nonlinear forecasting abilities when dealing with
small sample data sets [4–6], but these methods are shallow learning technologies. Hence, in the aspect
of practical applications, it’s hard for these methods to meet the growing data samples. Additionally,
these methods cannot automatically extract features information, but also easily fall into the local
optimum as well as over-fitting problems.

With the comprehensive development of the Internet, the information query has become a crucial
basis for decision-making [7,8]. A large number of records generated by information query possess
real-time and accessible features. These data mainly from the Baidu or Google search engine are
objective reflections of consumers’ latent demands for travel and have become increasingly important
for tourism demand forecasting [3].

Existing literatures mainly use the consumer search data to forecast the tourist flow in scenic areas.
Predictive results based on the linear model suggested that the Internet search index can improve
the forecasting performance [9–13]. For instance, Yang et al. [11] applied the web index from Google
and Baidu as input sets of the ARIMA model for a comparative study on the Chinese tourist volume.
Huang et al. [12] used the query data from Baidu as a predictive variable of the ARIMA model to
forecast the tourist arrivals of the Imperial Palace in Beijing. Taking Xi’an as an example, Wei and
Cui [13] used the seasonal adjustment method to explore the correlation between the search data from
Baidu and the tourist flow. However, the linear model needs to satisfy the stationary assumption of the
time series and the stable economic environment, and it is difficult to effectively simulate the nonlinear
relationship of tourism demands.

In order to cope with the nonlinear, existing literature used the Internet query index as input
sets of nonlinear tools such as the artificial neural network (ANN) and the regression version of the
support vector machine, to predict the tourist flow [5,6,14]. For example, Sun et al. [6] applied the web
query data to construct a single-layer feed-forward neural network (FFNN) to simulate the tourist
flows in Beijing. The empirical analysis shows that the search query data can effectively fit the dynamic
characteristics of the tourist arrivals and improve the predictive accuracy of the constructed method.
Li et al. [14] developed a composite forecasting tool using the back propagation algorithm (BPNN) and
used the Baidu index to predict the tourist volume. Despite this, models such as the SVR and ANN are
essentially shallow learning methods that are difficult to meet the growing samples of the tourism
data, and challenge the predictive accuracy.

Previous studies forecasted the demands of tourist hotels mainly based on linear models [15–19].
For example, Choi [18] identified key economic indicators of the hotel industry in the US and built
synthetic indicators to forecast the US hotel demands successfully. Aliyev et al. [19] used fuzzy time
series models to forecast the hotel occupancy. There was very rare research specializing in the hotel
demand forecasting using the Internet search data. For example, Pan et al. [20] utilize the Google
trend index as model inputs to forecast the hotel occupancy. The results indicated that the addition
of network queries can obviously reduce the prediction error. However, these studies mainly use
the Google trend data as predictive variables of linear models. In China, consumers mainly use the
Baidu search engine for information search. There is no relevant literature using the Baidu search data
to forecast the demands for the tourist hotel accommodation. Whether the Baidu search data has a
predictive effect on the demands of tourist hotels remains to be investigated. In addition, with the
increase in the data samples, linear-based forecasting techniques are difficult to fully simulate the
nonlinearity of the hotel accommodation demands.

In recent years, with the popularity of artificial intelligence, neural network models with more
hidden layers can learn the characteristic information and the relevance behind the complex dataset.
The DL technology has attached increasing importance in both academia and the industry [21].
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According to the consensus of most current researches, for traditional machine learning algorithms,
as the data sample increases, the forecast performance increases according to the power law, but tends
to be stable after a while. But for the DL method, its performance increases logarithmically with the
increased sample capacity [22]. Compared to other DL models, the long short-term memory (LSTM)
exhibits unique advantages in terms of forecasting with sequence as inputs [23–25]. In the field of
tourism, for example, Chang and Tsai [26] used the deep neural network (DNN) model based on
official statistics to forecast Taiwan’s tourist flow. There is no research on the hotel accommodation
demand forecasting based upon such DL methods.

The application of the DL models in the complex time series forecasting of tourism demands
is explored in this paper. Taking Hainan as an example, the internet search data generated by the
consumers’ information search and LSTM models with excellent forecasting ability for the complex
time series are used to forecast the overnight passenger flows of tourist hotels. For the purpose of
comparing the forecasting power of the developed models, the deep belief network (DBN), BPNN,
and C-LSTM (only using past observations of the overnight passenger flow as predictive variables)
were constructed as benchmark counterparts. With the empirical results suggesting that the developed
LSTM network can effectively forecast hotel demands compared to its competitors.

The contribution of this study to the existing research is twofold. Firstly, we construct a theoretical
analysis framework based on the tourism motivation theory and information search behaviour theory
for the first time, which provides a theoretical basis for the tourism demand forecasting research based
on the web search data. Secondly, unlike previous studies, forecasting tools such as the ANN and SVR
cannot adapt to the ever-increasing tourism data. This paper introduces the LSTM with an excellent
prediction ability for the complex time series data and constructs an empirical analysis framework to
forecast hotel accommodation demands. This method provides a feasible solution for other complex
time series predictions under relatively large sample conditions.

The rest of the study proceeds as follows: Section 2 is the theoretical analysis. In Section 3,
the design of the forecasting method is shown. Section 4 gives the empirical results of the overnight
passenger flow forecasting. Section 5 presents the conclusions.

2. Theoretical Analysis

It is observed from the tourism motivation theory [27,28] and tourist information search behavior
theory [7,29] that tourism is a dynamic process in the temporal and spatial dimension, which can
be divided into three stages namely, the pre-tour plan, in-tour experience and post-tour evaluation.
The logic framework of the tourist information search is shown in Figure 1.
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The decision-making of tourism at each stage in the Internet environment relies heavily on the 
Internet information search. Once a tourism decision is made, tourists will try to fulfill their specific 
tourism demands. The pre-tour plan refers to a series of plans made by the consumers inspired by 
the tourism demands. They make tourism decisions by using the Internet to search information 
thereby, developing an optimal travel plan. The in-tour experience refers to the entire tourism 
implementation process from the source to the tour destination. It is the process of the tourists' 
actual experience on tourism products and services. At this stage, tourists mainly use mobile 
communication devices such as mobile phones and tablet phones to inquire the tourism-related 
information they care about, thereby making travel decisions. Post-tour evaluation is an objective 
evaluation of witnessed tourism products or services after the end of the tour, visitors often use 
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The decision-making of tourism at each stage in the Internet environment relies heavily on the
Internet information search. Once a tourism decision is made, tourists will try to fulfill their specific
tourism demands. The pre-tour plan refers to a series of plans made by the consumers inspired by the
tourism demands. They make tourism decisions by using the Internet to search information thereby,
developing an optimal travel plan. The in-tour experience refers to the entire tourism implementation
process from the source to the tour destination. It is the process of the tourists’ actual experience on
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tourism products and services. At this stage, tourists mainly use mobile communication devices such
as mobile phones and tablet phones to inquire the tourism-related information they care about, thereby
making travel decisions. Post-tour evaluation is an objective evaluation of witnessed tourism products
or services after the end of the tour, visitors often use various social media tools to comment on tourism
products and services and share their travel experiences.

Jeng and Fesenmaier [30] noted that in the whole process of the pre-tour plan and in-tour
experience, tourists would make different tourism decisions for six elements of tourism such as
eating, accommodation, transportation, travelling, shopping and entertainment. During this process,
the tourists’ potential tourism demands are expressed by the Internet information search on the search
engine, which makes a true record of the search information. The consumer information search
objectively reflects the tourists’ potential travel motivation. The characteristic information that has
the potential influence on the tourism demands can be determined from the Internet information
search. The information is the pre-reflection of the passenger flow of tourists destination hotels hence,
it becomes an important data source in tourism demand forecasting [3].

3. Design of Forecasting Method

3.1. LSTM Network

The advantage of the traditional recurrent neural network (RNN) model is that it can learn
complex temporal dynamic characteristics through the following recurrent equations when dealing
with forecasting tasks of sequence input objects:

Zt = f (WxzXt + Wzz + bx) (1)

Yt = f (WhzZt + bz) (2)

where, Xt represents the inputs of the model, Zt denotes a hidden layer with the N hidden units,
Yt denotes the output at the moment t, and (W, b) represent the weight and offsets parameters that
need to be learned. For the input sequence with the length T, the update of the data is handled in a
cycle way.

Although RNN has been successfully applied in areas such as speech recognition as well as
text generation [31,32], this method has some difficulties in learning and storing long-term memory
information, which can be attributed to disappearing and the explosion of gradients when RNN is
optimized in some time steps. The consequence is that the model cannot retain the past memory
information over a long time.

LSTM is a variant of RNN, proposed by Hochreiter and Schmidhuber [23] whose core contribution
is the introduction of the ingenious concept of self-looping. LSTM provides a solution for a fusion
memory cell unit that allows the network to learn the previously forgotten hidden unit and update the
hidden unit based on the new information. In addition to the hidden unit Zt, the LSTM network also
includes the input gate, forgotten and input adjustment ones, and memory cell. The memory cell unit
fuses the state of the previous memory cells, these memory cell units are adjusted by the forgotten gate
and the input adjustment gate as well as the previous hidden state, which is adjusted by the input
gate. These additional memory cell units enable the LSTM architecture to learn extremely complex
long-term time dynamics, ensuring the long-term memory function of the LSTM. The architecture of
an LSTM model can be expressed as follows:

Ft = σ
(
WT

f ·[Zt−1, Xt] + b f

)
(3)

It = σ
(
WT

i ·[Zt−1, Xt] + bi
)

(4)

Ct = tanh
(
WT

c ·[Zt−1, Xt] + bc
)

(5)
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Ct = Ft ⊗Ct−1 + It ⊗Ct (6)

Zt = Ot ⊗ tan h(Ct) (7)

tan h(x) =
ex
− e−x

ex + e−x (8)

where, tanh represents the activation function.
The biggest contribution from RNN is the increased hidden state Ct in LSTM, which determines

how much information to add or remove from the previous memory state by using the sigmoid
activation function σ(x) = (1 + e−x)−1 and the point multiplication defined layer. The first gate is the
forgotten gate Ft ⊗Ct−1, which controls how much data is discarded from the previous memory state.
This is followed by the input gate, which remembers some of the current information and determines
which values will be updated. Then, new cell state merges the past and present memory information
and selects the information of vector [Zt−1, Xt] through the forgotten gate, which provides a mechanism
for deleting past irrelevant information and adding relevant information from the current time step.
Finally, the output layer Ot ⊗ tanh(Ct) controls how much memory data will be utilized in the update
of the next phase [33].

3.2. Training Method and Model Selection

The back propagation through time (BPTT) commonly used in the RNN network was adopted
to train the LSTM network, which is the standard algorithm for training RNN-like network models.
The RMSProp, an improved stochastic gradient descent algorithm, was selected for parameter iterative
updating. In the LSTM network, in addition to the default activation functions of the model, the other
layers use the tanh function as the activation function, which has a more stable gradient and is
commonly used in the regression problem.

Over-fitting is an unavoidable phenomenon in the field of DL. The Dropout algorithm developed
by Hinton et al. [34] was utilized for solving this defect. This method is a model selection algorithm
and a powerful tool to solve the over-fitting in the current DL field.

3.3. Forecasting Framework Construction

After the introduction of the LSTM model, a prediction framework based upon consumer queries
was constructed (as shown in Figure 2). This framework illustrates the entire empirical analysis,
including keyword selection, variable observations acquisition and cleaning, keyword variable
screening, predictive variable selection, experimental dataset construction, forecasting experiment and
predictive accuracy test. The detailed steps are as follows:

Step 1: Experimental dataset acquisition. After determining the search engine, for the purpose
of handling the information omission, we selected six elements related to the destination as the
benchmark queries, and then inquired extended keywords related to the benchmark keywords
circularly. Eventually, we used Python to crawl the structured query volume data of each keyword,
and obtained an alternate experimental dataset composed of data of the overnight passenger flow of
tourist hotels.

Step 2: Data cleaning. The passenger flow is very sensitive to promotion schemes, emergencies,
etc., thereby data may have abnormal values in different periods. In addition, some keyword variables
or predicted variables have the problem of missing data, which will affect the prediction of the model.
Thus, the individual outliers were replaced by the moving average method, which eliminated the
influence of the noise while retaining the basic data characteristics.

Step 3: Predictive variable screening. In order to further find predictive variables that are
significantly correlated with the predicted variables, the cross-correlation analysis was used to analyze
the connection between the keyword variables and lag variables of the predicted variables. The Pearson
cross-correlation analysis is a statistical analysis method, which acquired the Pearson correlation
coefficient between the 1–12 order lag variables of the predictive variable and the predicted variable,
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respectively. The lag variable corresponding to the maximum correlation coefficient was taken as
an alternate predictive variable. The threshold m was defined, and the keyword variable with the
correlation coefficient exceeding m was retained as the keyword predictive variable. The same method
was used to find the lag variable of the predicted variable as the predictive variable.
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Step 4: Experimental dataset construction. For the purpose of reducing the complexity of
model training, the stepwise regression analysis was further performed on the potential predictive
variables to obtain the final predictive variable with excellent predictive ability. To reduce the training
complexity, help the network converge faster, and reduce the prediction error rate, a standardized
method ( xt − xmin)/(xmax − xmin) was used to standardize the experimental dataset, where xt represents
the value of the time series in the experimental dataset at point t, xmin, xmax represent the minimum
and maximum values of xt, respectively. Eventually, all the standardized variables were then aligned
based on the optimal lag structure of each variable and composed experimental dataset.

Step 5: Forecasting experiment. The experimental sample was split into the training section and
the test section. The former was utilized for training and the latter was utilized for the predictive test.
Predictive experiments were conducted under the Keras framework [35].

Step 6: Predictive accuracy test. The predictive accuracy was determined by metric indices
including the root mean squared error (RMSE), mean absolute percent error (MAPE), relative mean
bias (PBIAS) and goodness-of-fit index R. The calculations of these statistical indicators are shown in
Equations (9) - (12). A significant test of the difference in the predictive accuracy between LSTM and
its benchmark models was performed using the Paired t test [36].

RMSE(yt, ŷt) =
[ 1
N
·

∑N

t=1
(yt − ŷt)

2
] 1

2
(9)

MAPE(yt, ŷt) =
1
N
·

∑N

t=1

∣∣∣∣∣ yt − ŷt

yt

∣∣∣∣∣·100% (10)

PBIAS(yt, ŷt) =

∑N
t=1(yt − ŷt)∑N

t=1 yt
·100% (11)
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PBIAS(yt, ŷt) =

∑N
t=1(yt − y)

(
ŷt −Y

)
√∑N

t=1(yt − y)2
√∑N

t=1

(
ŷt −Y

)2
(12)

where, yt, ŷt represent the actual tourist flows and simulated records, respectively, N represents the
forecasting period, and y, Y are the average of yt, ŷt, respectively.

The absolute indicator RMSE and the relative indicator MAPE were designed to determine the
forecasting accuracy between the actual and the fitted records. The smaller the score, the higher
was the predictive accuracy [5]. The relative metric indicator PBIAS measured the average result of
the deviations between the fitted and actual observed values [37]. The expected score of the PBIAS
was zero. The positive and negative scores implied underestimating or overestimating the actual
passenger flow in the sense of average, respectively. The purpose of R was to describe the goodness of
fit between the predictive and the predicted variables. The closer its score to one, the better was the
simulating effect.

4. Case Study

4.1. Collection and Analysis of Experimental Data

For the purpose of confirming the validity of the constructed prediction framework, China’s Hainan
province was selected as an application case in this paper to forecast the overnight passengers flow to
tourist hotels. Hainan is an excellent tourist destination in the southernmost part of China. In 2018,
the added value of the tourism industry in Hainan was 39.282 billion Yuan with annual increase of 8.5%.
Tourism hotels received 40.256 million passengers with a year-on-year increase of 7.5%. The monthly
passengers flow varies significantly with the seasons. The lower monthly passengers flow was less
than 1 million passengers, which increased in the tourism-peak season to over 4 million, the periodic
non-linear fluctuation characteristics of the slack and boom season were obvious. The overnight
passengers flow data of hotels comes from the leading financial database Wind in China. Considering
the availability of the network search data, the data collection time ranged from August 2008 to
May 2019.

Similar to the Google trend, the Baidu Index (http://index.baidu.com) provides the daily and
weekly index with absolute data. These data are real-time, more sensitive to tourists’ behavior,
and more reflective of tourists’ potential tourism demands [5], offering preferable data support to
researchers for tourism demand forecasting. In step 1, of the forecasting framework, 82 keywords
related to the Hainan tourism were selected, and a weekly query volume of the keyword search from
August 2008 to May 2019 was crawled through the Python program, which was converted to a monthly
data by the average weighted summation method. Taking the threshold m = 0.8, and eight keyword
variables and the 1–2 order lag variables of the predicted variables obtained through step 2–4 were
taken as the final predictive variables.

Figure 3 shows the dynamic fluctuation trend between the two keyword variables of “Hainan map”
as well as “Hainan fruit” and the predicted variables, respectively. From this figure, the Internet
information search and the overnight passenger flows of the tourist hotel receptions exhibited cyclical
fluctuations, the fluctuation trend was consistent, and each cycle exhibited a complex nonlinear
characteristic. The fluctuation characteristics of different keyword variables had slight differences,
which indicated that the information implied by the keywords had heterogeneous characteristics,
and different information queries reflected different tourism demands of tourists. Additionally, due to
the warm season of winter in Hainan, each year the passenger flow was at peak in January and
December, and the school summer vacations lead to small peaks in July each year.

http://index.baidu.com
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The correlation analysis between all the predictive variables and the predicted variables in the
experimental dataset is listed in Table 1. It can be seen that the lag order of the keyword predictive
variables obtained by the cross-correlation analysis was 0–5, most of them were 0–1, and these variables
had a significant correlation with the predicted variables, which fully reflected the potential tourism
demands of tourists. For example, tourists inquired about travel guides, weather, maps and scenic
spots information about one month in advance. Considering the periodic nonlinear characteristics
of the forecasted variable and the excellent predictive ability of LSTM for the complex time series,
it was assumed that the selected keyword variable as the input set of LSTM can effectively forecast
the overnight passengers flow of tourist hotels. According to step 4 in the forecasting framework,
the standardized dataset finally used in this paper can be expressed as follows:

Ω =
{
y
−1, y−2, x1, x2, · · · , x8; y

}
(13)

Each of which contains 125 observations, where, y
−1, y−2, x1, x2, · · · , x8 refer to the predictive variables,

and y refers to the predicted variable. Each variable is aligned according to the lag order. The first
113 sample points in the experimental dataset Ω were used for training, and the last 12 months of data
were used for the testing.

Table 1. Correlation analysis of the predictive variable.

No. Predictive Variable Code Lag Order Correlation t-Value p-Value

1 One-order lag of y y−1 1 0.915 *** 25.179 <0.01
2 Two-order lag of y y−2 2 0.806 *** 15.127 <0.01
3 Sanya weather x4 0 0.877 *** 20.262 <0.01
4 Hainan map x1 0 0.873 *** 19.820 <0.01
5 Qionghai x3 1 0.864 *** 19.049 <0.01
6 Hainan weather x7 0 0.856 *** 18.354 <0.01
7 Sanyaattractions x5 1 0.823 *** 16.079 <0.01
8 SanyaSelf-driving tour x8 1 0.811 *** 15.369 <0.01
9 Hainan coconut x2 5 0.773 *** 13.528 <0.01
10 Hainan fruit x6 0 0.756 *** 12.433 <0.01

Note: *** indicates significance at 1% level.
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4.2. Benchmark Models and Experimental Setup

For the purpose of confirming the forecasting power of the LSTM network under the forecasting
framework, DBN, BPNN and the C-LSTM models were constructed as benchmark counterparts. Among
them, DBN was a non-convolution architecture using deep framework training successfully [38],
which was essentially a generation network. DBN was introduced to illustrate the advantages of LSTM
in the complex time series forecasting. BPNN is a shallow learning method with only one hidden
layer. It is a FFNN model and adds a BP algorithm to the structure of the feed-forward network.
The introduction of BPNN was aimed to compare the forecasting ability of the DL technology with
that of shallow learning methods. C-LSTM however, used only the historical data of the predicted
variables as the model inputs, which was introduced to further confirm the importance of the Internet
search data.

In terms of the experimental setup, to solve the phenomenon of over-fitting, the randomization
selection rate of Dropout for the hidden layer was set to 0.5 for regularization [34]. For the purpose of
compromising between the complexity of model training and the local optimal solution, according to
the recommendations of Hinton et al. (2012), the initialization learning rate of all models was set to
one. BPNN used the classical gradient descent algorithm (GDA) to optimize parameters, and the
other forecasting tools used the RMSProp for an iterative updating of the parameters [34]. Taking into
account a fewer experimental dataset, the batch size was set to four. In terms of the activation function,
tanh was utilized as the activation function of all layers in the BPNN. In addition to the default
activation function of the model, the other three models used the tanh function as the activation
function of all layers. For the purpose of ensuring the convergence of the loss function RMSE when
iteration was stopped during the model training process, epoch was set to 150. Except that the BPNN
was a shallow learning model with only one hidden unit, the rest were the DL network architecture
with three hidden units.

4.3. Empirical Results and Discussion

According to step 5 of the forecasting framework, the training experiment was conducted on the
training dataset, the optimal architecture after training was used as the predictive model to perform
the predictive test. The prediction outcomes of the various models on the testing dataset are displayed
in Table 2. The monthly optimal forecasting values are shown in bold. For the 12-month forecasting
results, LSTM performed the best. The optimal forecasting results of LSTM, DBN, BPNN and C-LSTM
were five, four, two and one month, respectively. Figure 4 demonstrates the forecasting curve of each
model on the test dataset more intuitively. Overall, LSTM better fits the dynamic characteristics of the
passenger flow whereas, the C-LSTM performs the worst, and all the benchmark models had a slightly
poor fit performance in the last five months. The specific predictive power of each network is yet to be
analyzed from the statistical indicators.

Table 2. Predictive results of each model.

Time Actual Flow LSTM C-LSTM DBN BPNN

June 2018 264.05 259.591 269.049 266.342 269.113
July 2018 291.06 298.493 280.918 283.213 281.788

August 2018 308.65 317.591 295.308 319.315 299.221
September 2018 274.63 265.681 283.574 286.209 265.477

October 2018 347.47 340.195 340.314 335.343 338.275
December 2018 395.29 403.600 404.685 402.440 390.739
November 2018 437.74 443.652 430.186 444.988 450.599

January 2019 370.66 377.013 385.391 358.045 379.493
February 2019 360.36 348.891 344.764 369.626 347.134

March 2019 339.01 330.525 330.551 331.271 330.509
April 2019 301.81 309.101 319.596 289.241 313.687
May 2019 278.30 286.992 289.207 285.083 289.161
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To further explore the predictive power of our proposed method, the statistic scores calculated
on the experimental dataset are shown in Table 3, and the best score for each metric indicator was
indicated in bold. In general, in addition to PBIAS, LSTM exhibited best on the scores of the other
metric indicators. It is worth noting that the predictive accuracy of LSTM and DBN on the test set
was better or very close to that of the training section, but the other three models are just the opposite,
which suggests LSTM and DBN had a better generalization performance.

Table 3. Metric indicator scores for each model on the experimental dataset.

Model
RMSE MAPE (%) PBIAS (%) R (%)

Train Testing Train Testing Train Testing Train Testing

LSTM 8.015 7.983 2.501 2.407 0.143 −0.310 0.990 0.989
C-LSTM 9.922 11.363 3.297 3.311 −0.049 −0.114 0.979 0.975

DBN 9.450 9.462 2.750 2.754 −0.051 −0.053 0.988 0.984
BPNN 9.637 9.743 2.758 2.885 0.227 0.349 0.985 0.984

On the testing dataset, the LSTM score was the smallest and the C-LSTM score was the highest in
terms of the RMSE and MRE indicators, indicating that the deviation between the predicted record
and the actual observation of LSTM was smaller with a better predictive accuracy than the benchmark
models while, C-LSTM had the worst predictive accuracy. In terms of the goodness-of-fit indicator R,
four models performed very close, and can fit the passengers flow well, but the fitting effects of LSTM
and C-LSTM were the best and worst, respectively. In terms of PBIAS, the scores of all the models
were small and all the score ranking were “excellent” [39]. However, C-LSTM and DBN performed
better, while BPNN exhibited the worst. Except that BPNN underestimated the actual value on an
average, the other three models overestimated the actual value on average.

4.4. Predictive Accuracy Test among Groups

In order to determine whether there exists a sharp distinction in the predictive accuracy between
LSTM and its counterparts, the percent error ∆ = (yt − ŷt)/yt of each network was applied for the
t-test, where yt and ŷt represented the actual passenger flows and the predicted values, respectively.
The essence of the t-test was to confirm whether the average value of the predictive accuracy between the
developed network and each benchmark counterpart was equal. The following statistical assumptions
were made:

Hypothesis 0 (H0). There is no difference in the predictive accuracy between LSTM and the benchmark model.

Hypothesis 1 (H1). The predictive accuracy between LSTM and its competitor model is not equal.
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The testing outcomes are illustrated in Table 4. As seen from the table, the 10% significance level
rejects the hypothesis that the predictive accuracy between LSTM and DBN is equal; while for LSTM,
C-LSTM and BPNN, the 5% significance level rejects the null hypothesis. This implies that there exists
an obvious distinction in the predictive accuracy between the constructed method and its competitors.

Table 4. Test of significance between LSTM and its competitors.

Model M_Diff t-Statistic p-Value

C-LSTM −4.434 × 10−4 ** −3.046 0.013
DBN −2.045 × 10−3 * −0.177 0.064

BPNN 8.691 × 10−4 ** −2.263 0.044

Note: M_Diff represents the mean of the relative error between LSTM and its competitor model; ** and * respectively
denote significance at 5% and 10% levels.

In general, because the LSTM model can detect and learn the long-time dynamic information
of the time series, it produces minimum error rate for the monthly passengers flow with periodic
fluctuation characteristics, which agree with the conclusions of Aggarwal and Aggarwal [24] as well as
Heaton et al. [40]. As C-LSTM failed to utilize the consumer query index as its inputs, its predictive
accuracy was obviously different from that of LSTM at a 5% level of significance, and the error rate
MAPE on the test section increased by 27.303%, which fully proved that the addition of the search
query data drastically improved the forecasting performance of the models thereby, further confirming
the conclusions of Zhang et al. [5] and Law et al. [25]. BPNN had a poor predictive ability due to
its difference in the model structure from the DL method. Due to the disadvantages of the DBN in
learning and storing long-term information, the learning ability of DBN was slightly worse than that
of LSTM, and the predictive accuracy was slightly different at the 10% level of significance.

5. Conclusions

Hotel accommodation demands exhibit a cyclical fluctuation and complex nonlinear characteristics.
Considering that the traditional prediction techniques cannot meet the ever-increasing data samples,
and unable to automatically extract feature information, a forecasting framework based on DL was
constructed in this paper. Taking Hainan in China as an empirical example, the LSTM model with a
good predictive power for the complex time series was developed, and the Internet query index was
used as the model inputs to forecast the overnight passengers flow of tourist hotels. The experimental
outcomes implied that as compared to the benchmark models, LSTM improved the model predictive
ability to different degrees, displayed satisfactory prediction ability and powerful generalization,
and can simulate the dynamic characteristics of the passenger flow as well.

The preferable forecast performance can be attributed to the following three aspects. Firstly,
additional memory units and special network structures enable the LSTM to learn the complex dynamic
information of the passengers flow time series with a relatively large sample. Therefore, as compared
to the DBN model, the LSTM model can learn the characteristic information of the passenger flows,
which obviously improves the predictive ability of the model. Secondly, with the advent of the Internet
environment, the consumer’s information query objectively reflects the potential demands for travel,
and can forecast the trend of the overnight passenger flows of tourist hotels in advance. Therefore,
the incorporation of the network query index makes the LSTM model better fit the dynamics of the
overnight passenger flow in tourist hotels, and significantly improves the predictive performance of
the developed LSTM network, which agree with the theoretical analysis. Finally, different optimization
algorithms and a special network structure design make the learning ability and predictive ability of
the LSTM significantly different from that of BPNN.

The research in this paper has a prominent theoretical significance. Firstly, an empirical framework
based on web queries was constructed for the ever-growing sample of tourism data. Secondly,
the LSTM deep learning model was introduced for the first time to forecast the hotel accommodation
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demands, extending the application of DL methods in hotel demand forecasting. Finally, it is confirmed
that LSTM can simulate the relationship between the Internet queries and the tourism demands of
hotels. This breaks through the limitations of the traditional forecasting technology and provides
a typical application case for the deep integration of tourism data with a relatively large dataset,
artificial intelligence and real economy.

As far as applications are concerned, the constructed forecasting framework provides a new
solution for the hotel accommodation demand forecasting done by managers of tourism-related
departments under the Internet environment, which helps tourism-related departments to dynamically
monitor the hotel overnights; it provides decision support for realizing the information of the
destination management. In addition, the constructed empirical framework can be used to forecast
other destination demands such as hotel revenues, etc. It can further be extended to other similar
prediction fields.

Nevertheless, in the context of the voluminous data, there may be other characteristic information
that may reflect the tourists’ potential tourism demands. In future research, it is necessary to further
expand other sources of information reflecting the dynamic characteristics of the hotel accommodation
demands. In addition, the volume of the available sample data collection limits the research results.
As the data sample further increases, the validity of the empirical framework can be tested by the
actual cases.
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